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Proposal submitted by: 

Oahu Rock Climbing Community 

 

Proposal Purpose 
The Oahu rock climbing community (Community) is seeking approval from the Department of 

Hawaiian Home Lands (DHHL) and from the State Department of Land and Natural Resources 

(DLNR) to officially recognize this document between us and allow rock climbing, rappelling, and 

bouldering on DLNR and DHHL lands in the State of Hawaii on the island of Oahu [this draft plan 

currently covers only the island of Oahu].  The Community has drafted this management plan to 

address climbing activities and possible DHHL and DLNR concerns, including a tentative list of the 

rules and regulations by which the Community will continue to abide in order to freely engage in the 

sport of climbing on Oahu’s public lands.  We are seeking DHHL and DLNR input on this draft plan 

and wish to include DHHL and DLNR concerns about liability or impacts to natural and cultural 

resources and sites. 

 

Rock Climbing, Rappelling, and Bouldering Management Policy and Guidelines 

for the State of Hawaii – Recommended by the Oahu Climbing Community 
 

Background 

Since the early 1990s, the State of Hawaii Department of Land and Natural Resources (DLNR), has 

allowed the public to rock climb on unencumbered State lands.  Traditionally, rock climbing and 

associated activities have occurred with few guidelines established to assist the State in directing this 

unique and growing recreational pursuit.  Climbers have long used cliffs, rock outcroppings, boulders, 

and other rock formations for climbing purposes with virtually no restrictions.  The only semi-official / 
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formal guidance issued by the State in regards to climbing occurred in April 2000 in response to a 

temporary closure at the Mokuleia climbing area in the fall of 1999 (brought on by the Sacred Falls 

tragedy in May of 1999).  The agreement was crafted by active climbing community members at the 

time with the assistance of Aaron Lowe and Curt Cottrell (both still with DLNR).  This is the 

agreement in its entirety: 

 

 

State of Hawaii 

Public Lands Rock Climbing Guidelines 
 

Drafted by Pali Ohana Rock Climbers Group 

Accepted by Department of Land and Natural Resources, State of Hawaii, April 2000 

 

The State of Hawaii recognizes rock climbing as a legitimate recreational activity on public lands, 

including but not exclusive to the Mokuleia rock climbing site maintained by the Pali Ohana Rock 

Climbers Group, provided the following policies are strictly adhered to: 

 

1. No campfires or open flame of any kind. 

2. No graffiti or other malicious defacement. 

3. No commercial tour groups. 

 

SAFETY IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE INDIVIDUAL PARTICIPANT OR 

SPECTATOR. 

Beware of hazardous rock conditions.  The areas above climbing walls can be loose cap rock and 

traffic above the wall can generate rockfall and endanger climbers and spectators, as well as destroy 

fragile undergrowth which helps provide wall stability. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Pali Ohana Safety Recommendations: 

Use safe climbing practices, including standard climbing calls such as “falling”, “Rock!”, “off belay!”, 

etc.  Rockfall can happen, and using a helmet is a good idea, especially for a belayer.  Check top 

anchors and rotate the rings to even the wear. 

 

Mokuleia: 

Use the string system to set top ropes and replace them when you are done.  If any maintenance work 

is in progress on a route, a warning notice will be posted.  Please do not remove the route guide from 

the permanent gear box, and replace any items that you may use.  Clean up the area after climbing.  

We are allowed continued access because we take care of the area. 
 

 

 

 The above agreement was never signed by any State official to our knowledge, but was 

considered an unofficial State position on the matter of climbing.  In return for following the above 

agreement, climbers were allowed to resume climbing at Mokuleia in April 2000.  Because the 

climbing community has always felt like our freedom to climb on State lands was never completely 

formalized, we have always followed measures above and beyond those outlined in the agreement.  
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Besides obviously wanting to ensure the safety of ourselves and our fellow climbers, we as an Oahu 

climbing community have wanted to preserve the goodwill between us and DLNR by maintaining and 

continuing our excellent safety record and self-imposed management to enhance the safety of our 

activity and to avoid damage to the cliff themselves, the surrounding natural areas, and sites of 

potential Hawaiian cultural significance.   

 

Since climbing began on Oahu in the late 1980s, to enhance climbing safety and minimize our impacts, 

the Oahu climbing community has followed a variety of self-imposed guidelines including but not 

limited to the following: 

 

 We have kept thorough records of all climbing route development, inspection, and maintenance 

(see attached example of route maintenance). 

 

 We have used and require the use of only the highest quality materials for route anchor and bolt 

hardware route development, and we have removed route hardware where and when visting or 

resident climbers have not complied with our high community standards (see attached, 2014 

Oahu Route Maintenance & Development Protocol). 

 

 We have tried to maintain delineated trails to the areas with the intent to minimize trail short-

cutting and erosion. 

 

 We have maintained safety equipment including first aid supplies and a rescue litter at some 

more remote areas (i.e., Mokuleia). 

 

 We have organized periodic trail maintenance and climbing area litter clean up events at all the 

climbing areas. 

 

 We have discouraged and admonished against littering, fires, camping, graffiti, and other 

destructive activities at the climbing areas.   

 

 We have discouraged and admonished against activities destructive to the cliffs such as 

chipping or enhancing of climbing holds, etching of names, etc., and establishment of routes on 

cliff areas that are inherently unstable. 

 

 We have avoided and discouraged against climbing at Kaneana Cave (Makua Cave), a known 

site of Hawaiian cultural significance. 

   

 To summarize, for approximately 23 years (from 1989 to 2012), Oahu’s climbing community 

has done a good job of staying off the radar in terms of minimizing our impacts to the natural resources 

(the cliffs & the surrounding natural areas) and to fellow outdoor enthusiasts.  Many, many climbing 

communities throughout the United States and the world have relied and do rely upon a similar 

approach to self-imposed management.  Oahu’s climbing community has been lucky in the regard that 

it has, until recently, been fairly small and insular, and thus easier to self-abide to our own 

management protocol.  Other areas in the world have been equally lucky in this regard, and generally, 

climbers do behave well because they want to preserve their access to climbing areas and the freedom 
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to climb without external oversight.  Self-imposed climbing management does not always work out 

however, and many private and government landowners have had to step in to create management 

plans to ensure safe practices and to minimize impacts. 

 

The Oahu climbing community recognizes that the number of residents and visitors participating in 

climbing activities on Oahu has grown tremendously in recent years and we therefore want to be 

proactive in working with State of Hawaii agencies (DLNR and DHHL) in drafting a management plan 

to ensure safety, minimize impacts, and protect natural and cultural resources.  Many national and state 

forests and parks throughout the mainland US have developed and implemented climbing management 

strategies within the last twenty years and, with an expected increase in recreational use in Hawaii, we 

are recommending the following climbing management guidelines to prevent user conflicts, 

environmental degradation and to ensure an enjoyable experience for every climbing enthusiast and 

State resident and visitor in general. 

 

State of Hawaii - Island of Oahu Draft Climbing Management Plan 2014 
 

Goal:  In order to preserve the State of Hawaii’s unique geologic formations, historic and cultural 

resources, to protect sensitive flora and fauna resources, and to ensure adherence to State policies 

regarding recreational use, we recommend that the State and the Oahu climbing community formally 

address all of these concerns through the adoption of a State-wide Hawaii Rock Climbing Management 

Plan.   

 

Hawaii Rock Climbing Policy for State of Hawaii (DLNR) and Department of Hawaiian 

Homelands (DHHL) Lands 
Rock climbing, rappelling, and bouldering are hereby permitted on State land in areas where 

ecological, environmental, geological, archaeological or historic resources or values will not be 

impacted to any significant extent.  Areas posted as open to rock climbing, rappelling, and bouldering 

on DLNR and DHHL lands shall not have a significant impact on the ecological, environmental, 

geological archaeological or historical resources or values of the site. 

 

Dispute Resolution 

Should the DHHL or DLNR seek to close an area designated for rock climbing, (whether temporary or 

indefinitely), a conflict resolution process will be required.  Negotiations will be held at the DLNR or 

DHHL office between State officials and representatives of the Community.  The parties will work to 

exhaust all practical means of conflict resolution at informal level before resorting to any further 

appeals process.  Failing satisfactory resolution by negotiations at the informal level, the State agency 

and Community shall conference call and / or meet with the Access Fund, a national rock climbing 

advocacy non-profit group, for assistance with the matter.  The Access Fund is the national advocacy 

organization that keeps U.S. climbing areas open and conserves the climbing environment.  Founded in 

1991, the Access Fund supports and represents over 1.6 million climbers nationwide in all forms of 

climbing; rock climbing, ice climbing, mountaineering, and bouldering.  Five core programs support 

the mission on national and local levels: public policy, stewardship & conservation (including grants), 

grassroots activism, climber education, and land acquisition. 
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Memorandum of Understanding between DHHL, DLNR, and Climb Aloha LLC 

Honolulu-based Climb Aloha LLC, a retailer for climbing equipment and a provider of fall protection 

and other work at-height related safety training, has agreed to serve as a liaison between the 

Community and DLNR for the purpose of addressing 3 needs: 

 

 Organizing volunteers for annual inspection of climbing route anchor bolts and hardware and 

submittal of inspection report to DLNR. 

 

 Point of contact for the community to report safety concerns including but not limited to the 

following:  loose bolts, rusty, damaged, or otherwise suspect anchor hardware or bolts, loose 

rocks on routes, etc.  Brief instructions on how to report concerns and a phone number for 

Climb Aloha LLC, will be included on warning signage placed at all designated climbing areas.  

The request that the Community report safety concerns will also be included on Climb Aloha’s 

website and Facebook group page.   

 

 Likewise, Climb Aloha will serve as point of contact for the community to report missing, 

damaged, or otherwise illegible warning signage at designated climbing areas. 

 

Community Advisory Board (Board) 

The Board is comprised of 5-10 knowledgeable resident climbers who have volunteered to help 

maintain and inspect Oahu climbing route bolts and hardware and approve use of materials for such.  

At a minimum, individual members of the Board must be State residents, have several years of route 

climbing experience, and ideally have either past or current training or certification through one of the 

four following professional climbing associations: American Mountain Guides Association (AMGA), 

Professional Climbing Instructors Association (PCIA), National Outdoor Leadership School (NOLS), 

or the Professional Climbing Guides Institute (PCGI); OR have either past or current training or 

certification through one of the two following professional rope access associations:  The Society of 

Professional Rope Access Technicians (SPRAT), or the Industrial Rope Access Trade Association 

(IRATA).   

 

Documentation of Existing Climbing Areas 

Representatives of the Oahu Climbing Community have agreed to meet with DLNR and DHHL 

officials to document the location of already-established Oahu climbing areas.  Maps and route 

development and maintenance logs will also be provided for all areas.  Through this process it is our 

goal to avoid or minimize impacts to possible sites of cultural significance that may exist (and of 

which we are unaware) at already established climbing areas. 

 

Establishment of New Climbing Areas 

In the event a particular area is requested to be open to climbing activities, a written request will be 

submitted to the appropriate State landowner (DLNR or DHHL) specifically to ensure that cultural and 

natural resources (i.e., petroglyphs or endangered species) will not be impacted.  If the landowner 

agency is in concurrence that impacts to cultural and natural resources are not likely or can be 

mitigated, the Community will create a Specific Area Plan (SAP) to outline specific impact avoidance 

and mitigation measures [if necessary] as well to address any specific safety concerns [if necessary].  

The landowner agency will review the SAP and edit/ approve accordingly in a timely manner. 
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Commercial Activities at Designated Climbing Areas 

Commercial activities such as guided rock climbing services at designated climbing areas will require 

a permit by either DLNR or DHHL and that both agency be named as additional insureds on permit 

holders’ liability policies. 

 

Warning Signage 

ACT 82 and other safety and warning signage posted at designated climbing areas will be protected by 

the Community to best of its abilities against vandalism, and damaged, missing, or otherwise illegible 

signs at specific climbing areas will be reported to Climb Aloha LLC, which will coordinate with 

DLNR to obtain and install a replacement sign at the earliest possible date.   

 

 

General Hawaii Rock Climbing Guidelines - Rock climbing on DLNR and DHHL lands 

shall be managed in a consistent manner according to the following guidelines: 

 

• The placement, removal, or replacement of fixed anchors, including bolts, coldshuts, and chains is 

not permitted without prior approval of the Board, which has developed protocol for maintaining 

existing or creating new climbing routes.  At a minimum, all new bolts and anchor hardware and 

methods to be used for maintaining existing or creating new routes, must meet the standards outlined 

in the 2014 Oahu Route Development & Maintenance Protocol (see attached).  Substandard materials 

or components such as rivets and pitons, due to their lack of susceptibility to corrosion, structural 

integrity, or inherent damage to the rock, are not permitted to be used as permanent anchors for rock 

climbing purposes at designated sites and will be removed by community volunteers if emplaced. 

 

• It may, in certain instances, become necessary to close entire formations or particular climbing routes 

permanently or on a temporary basis to ensure resource or value concerns are protected.  The 

aforementioned procedures (see Dispute Resolution above) shall be followed.  In the event of a closure 

on DLNR or DHHL land, the landowner agency shall post an area (or route) closed to climbing.  The 

Regional Coordinator for the Access Fund and the Community should be notified.  The duration of the 

closure must also be conveyed to the community. 

 

• Rock alterations by chipping, chiseling, sculpting, superfluous drilling, defacing, trundling, or adding 

of unnatural holds (hand & foot placements) are not permitted.  Dry tooling, the practice of using ice 

climbing tools (hammers and axes) on rock surfaces is not permitted due to the friable nature of 

Hawaiian basalt. 

 

• Climbing, bouldering, and/or rappelling within a known habitat of any rare, threatened or endangered 

plant or animal species as well in areas determined by DLNR or DHHL to be ecologically significant 

on their respective lands is not permitted. 

 

• Indiscriminate or excessive removal of vegetation of any type to clear a climbing or bouldering route 

is prohibited.  Cleaning of individual holds by brushing is permitted. 

 

• Climbers are permitted to use and remove temporary anchors (slings tied to trees and boulders, and 

removable camming devices placed within cracks) without restriction. 
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• If a tree must be used for anchoring purposes, padding or other measures must be used to prevent the 

rope, sling or chain from damaging the tree. 

 

• Climbing, bouldering, are rappelling are permitted in natural and wild areas, subject to the above 

restrictions. 

 

Specific Area Guidelines 
 

Makapuu Cliff 

The landowner agency, DHHL, has requested that all climbers who wish to climb or rappel at 

Makapuu cliff must wear closed-toe footwear while climbing, rappelling, or belaying other climbers.  

Also, wearing a helmet is a mandatory requirement for climbing, rappelling, or belaying at Makapuu 

cliff.  Those in violation of either requirement who are encountered by DHHL enforcement staff risk a 

citation at the discretion of DHHL staff. 

 

Waimea Bay 

Waimea Bay is a popular destination for visiting tourists and residents as well as a world-reknown 

bouldering site.  Climbers must respect other beachgoers at Waimea Bay by not climbing or bouldering 

over anyone that is sitting, lying, or resting below the boulder area.   

 

Prohibited Areas 

Rock climbing, bouldering, and rappelling are prohibited at the following locations: 

 Kaneana Cave (Makua Cave) 

 Any area or cliff or rock surface known to contain Hawaiian petroglyphs. 

 

 

Recommended Climbing Ethics 

• Seabirds and other animals often nest in cliff faces and rock outcrops for shelter.  Be aware of animal 

nesting on or adjacent to climbing areas and keep alert for animals protecting their home.  Change or 

abandon your route to leave them space. 

 
• Remove and carry out all webbing & slings.  Leave the area cleaner than you found it (i.e., Leave No 

Trace). 

 

• Minimize chalk use, use chalk in a mesh bag, use chalk substitutes if available, and wash off heavily 

chalked holds to reduce visual impact to the area. 

 

• Climb in small numbers and disperse your activities. 

 

• Remain on established climbing routes to avoid fragile ecosystems. 

 

• Even though rock is highly durable, continual climbing can wear it down and break pieces off.  Avoid 

climbing on loose rock that may break off onto you or others below you.  Take extra precaution after 

heavy rainfall events as water may loosen previously secure holds or rock surfaces. 
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• Use quick draws where possible to reduce wear on existing anchors – do not belay with your rope 

placed directly through bolts in the rock, always use your own quickdraws or thread the rope through 

the rappel chain. 

 

• Minimize noise at all climbing areas to reduce impact to other recreational users. 

 

• Climbers should avoid using climbing sites susceptible to erosion and compaction during or after 

rainfall events to minimize environmental degradation. 

 

• Give other climbing parties plenty of room and time to climb at their pace.  Or, politely ask if you can 

pass when it is convenient and safe. 

 

• Pets should be kept on a leash at all times on DHHL and DLNR lands where they are permitted 

 

 

GLOSSARY 
 

Anchor: any method used to attach oneself to the rock. Common types of anchors are natural, 

removable (such as cams and nuts), and fixed (such as bolts).  This term is generally used to indicate 

anchors placed at belay locations. 

 

Belaying: This is the technique of controlling the rope so that a falling climber does not fall very far.   

While this task is typically assigned to a belayer, self-belaying is also possible as an advanced 

technical climbing technique.  Can also mean the place where the belayer is anchored; this would 

typically be a ledge. 

 

Bolt: a type of permanent, fixed anchor commonly used for both protection and belay/rappel anchors.  

To place this fixed protection, a hole is drilled by hammering a hand- turned drill, or by use of a 

battery charged power drill.  The bolt is then inserted and affixed to the rock.  The placement of bolts 

allows climbers to attempt extremely difficult and otherwise un-protectable rock faces, and to place 

fixed anchors for descent via rappel. 

 

Bouldering: is climbing with no rope or belay at the base of a small cliff, on individual boulders, in a 

climbing gym, or on manmade structures. 

 

Camming Devices: are mechanical devices, typically spring loaded, used for protection from falling.   

They are designed to expand once placed in a crack and are removed by manually retracting the spring. 

 

Carabiners: are aluminum or steel snap- links used to connect a climber's rope to intermediate 

protection and anchors. 

 

Chains: metal links sometimes used in place of slings.  Chains are left in place at the anchor bolts and 

are used for climbers to descend from the top of a route. 

 

Chipping:   This is the act of creating, sculpting, or enhancing a hold by using a drill, chisel, or 

hammer to alter the natural surface of the rock. 
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Chopping: removing a bolt, or entire route, that is already in place. 

 

Chalk: chalk is used in the same manner as gymnast chalk to keep a climber’s hands dry from sweat 

or humidity while climbing difficult routes.  White chalk is widely used and contrasts with the natural 

color of the rock. 

 

Clean Climbing: is a climbing method that uses no permanent fixed protection to ascend a route.  

Only removable protection such as nuts and camming devices are used, which are then removed by the 

last climber in the party.  Clean climbing is considered minimum impact climbing that does little or no 

harm to the rock.  However, this method is only possible on cliffs that feature cracks.  Cliffs with few 

or no cracks require the placement of bolts for safe climbing. 

 

Crack Climbing: refers to climbing using natural fractures in a rock surface.  This is accomplished by 

jamming fingers, hands, feet, toes, arms, legs, or entire bodies into a crack.  Removable protection is 

generally used. 

 

Expansion bolts: are 2 to 4 inch long metal rods that are typically threaded on one end and machined 

on the other end so that the end expands with great force when the rod is either twisted or hammered 

into a drilled hole (“bolting”).  After the bolt is placed in a hole in this fashion, a “hanger” can be 

secured to the threaded end by use of a nut.  Some varieties of bolts have hangers or eyes that are 

permanently pre- attached.  Bolts are considered permanent fixed protection. 

 

Fixed protection: is permanently placed protection left in the rock, typically a bolt or a piton intended 

to be permanently placed.  Fixed protection is usually necessary when no “clean” or removable 

protection is available (i.e., the absence of cracks). 

 

Free climbing: is the sole use of the body and physical power to ascend; rope and equipment are used 

only as a backup should a climber fall. 

 

Free soloing: ascending a rock face or cliff with no rope, belayer, or intermediate protection. 

 

Glue-in Bolt:  as opposed to a mechanical expansion bolt, glue-in bolts are installed by using an 

industrial strength, 2-part epoxy.  Glue-in bolts are preferable in softer rocks such as sandstone or 

limestone or tropical locales such as Hawaii where there is a need to use titanium bolts to avoid the 

danger of stress-corroded stainless steel mechanical expansion bolts. 

 

Hanger: is an L- shaped piece of metal that is attached to a bolt with a threaded nut and bears an eye 

or hole capable of accommodating a carabiner.  A hanger attached to a placed bolt is usually 

considered to be as permanent as a bolt. 

 

Hardware: climbing equipment placed in cracks or on faces to protect climbers from falling including 

chock, nuts, cams, pitons, and bolts. 

 

Holds: are ledges, cracks, depressions, or protrusions on the rock surface that are used to support a 

climber's weight when grasped by a hand or stepped onto by a foot. 
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Mixed route: refers to a climbing route where there is a mixture of natural, clean, and fixed protection.  

Many routes in Hawaii are mixed, meaning bolts were placed only where cracks are absent.  Mixed 

development of routes is considered both ethical and desirable in many parts of the world because it 

minimizes impact. 

 

Natural protection: Protection offered by the natural attributes of the rock, chockstones, trees, or 

bushes. 

 

Nut: A metal wedge threaded on a wire, used for protection by wedging it into a crack in a rock. 

 

Pitch: The distance a lead climber ascends before he or she stops to belay the second climber's ascent.  

The distance of a pitch is limited by the length of rope used by climbers and the location of ledges and 

anchor stations. 

 

Piton: a type of semi- permanent, fixed protection. Pitons are placed by hammering metal “spikes” 

into already existing cracks in the rock.  They are not commonly used, though there are still some in 

place. 

 

Power drill: battery- operated tool used by climbers to drill holes into rock for the installation of bolts. 

Power drills can bore a hole into rock in less than a minute.  Hand drills are manually operated, metal 

drill bits driven into the rock when stuck repeatedly with a hammer.  A bolt installed with a hand drill 

can take up to 30 minutes to place.  From a safety standpoint, power drilling of holes produces a 

straighter hole. 

 

Protection: any form of intermediate anchor used to protect a climber. It can be natural, removable, or 

fixed. 

 

Quick Draws:  Consists of two carabiners connected by a sewn loop of webbing.  The webbing is 

usually 5” to 12” in length.  They are used to connect the climbing rope to bolt anchors or other 

protection. 

 

Rappel: is the method by which a climber descends a rope, usually by using a mechanical device that 

allows a controlled descent with little effort.  Ropes are generally doubled or tied together and 

retrieved by pulling all the way through on one end after the rappel is finished. 

 

Rating (standard of difficulty): is a numerical index used to indicate the difficulty of free climbing a 

particular route.  The rating or standard is set by the first ascensionist then revised by subsequent 

parties, if necessary.  The index ranges from 5.0 to a current maximum of 5.14. The “5" indicates that 

the type of climbing is technical free climbing. Whereas virtually any able- bodied person can climb 

5.0 with little practice, only Olympic-caliber trained athletes can climb 5.14. 

 

Retro-bolting: is the practice of bolting an existing route after the first ascent to make it safer or more 

convenient to lead. 
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Rivet: A short metal stud which is tapped into a drilled hole and connected to a short sling or hanger.  

Used as protection on aid routes and holds the body weight of a climber, even in very shallow holes. 

 

Rock alteration: involves the physical modification of the rock surface and may include filing off 

rough edges, creating unnatural handholds, injudiciously removing loose rocks, or creating new holds 

with hammers, chisels, or drills. 

 

Rock climbing is a sport in which participants climb up or across natural rock formations or man-

made rock walls with the goal of reaching the summit of a formation or the endpoint of a pre-defined 

route.  Rock climbing is similar to scrambling (another activity involving the scaling of hills and 

similar formations), but climbing is generally differentiated by its need for the use of the climber's 

hands to hold his or her own weight and not just provide balance.  Rock climbing is a physically and 

mentally demanding sport, one that often tests a climber's strength, endurance, agility, and balance 

along with his or her mental control.  It can be a dangerous sport without knowledge of proper 

climbing techniques and use of specialized climbing equipment is crucial for the safe completion of 

routes. 

 

Route cleaning: the removal of soils and vegetation from new and existing climbing routes, including 

wire brushing lichens from the rock face.  Loose rocks are also removed for safety reasons.  Effects of 

route cleaning are greatest with new route development. 

 

Slings: are knotted or sewn loops of nylon webbing that are occasionally left behind when a climber 

descends from the top of a route, typically by rappelling or being lowered off by the belayer.  

Sometimes metal chains or coldshuts are used for the same purpose rather than slings because they are 

easier to use once in place, last longer, and may be less conspicuous than webbing. 

 

Software: refers to slings, webbing, and rope that attaches to climbing hardware. 

 

Sport climbing: is a style of climbing typically involving short (less than a rope length) routes with 

fixed bolt protection.  Previewing and practicing a climb is common and the emphasis is on technical 

difficulty.  Sport climbs tend to involve less physical risk (due to the regular spacing of bolted 

protection points) and rarely continue to summits.  Sport climbing routes generally end at top fixed 

anchors where the sustained difficulty of the climb diminishes or the character of the rock changes. 

 

Top rope: a method of protection in which climbers place a rope on a fixed anchor point at the top of 

the cliff to use for belaying a climbing partner.  Belaying can be done at the top or bottom of the cliff. 

 

Traditional Climbing: is a style of climbing where the climber uses only natural or removable 

protection.  Crack climbing is one example of traditional climbing. 

 

Trundling: The practice of rolling large rocks or boulders down hillsides. 


